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SUMMARY 

The purpose of this study was to develop costs per bale for 

alternative systems of lint cotton packaging. The pac~aging systems 

considered were the conventional system of packaging lint cotton, a 

temporary wrap system, a modified bale system and an automated compress 

system. Each system was composed of gin press, storage, compress (where 

applicable) and transportation operations. Unit packaging costs of 

alternative systems were compared with the unit packaging costs of the 

conventional system to determine the economic consequence of changes 

from the conventional system of cotton packaging. 

The modified or "Speed" bale packaging cost of $11.52 per bale was 

equivalent to a reduction of $1.37 over packaging cost for the conventional 

system of $12.89 per bale. This alternative system of lint cotton packaging 

resulted in the largest reduction in packaging costs of the various systems 

considered. The automated compress system with an annual compress output 

of 350,000 bales incurred a unit packaging cost of $12.06 or a reduction 

of 83 cents per bale over the conventional system. 

Vexar plastic mesh bagging and nylon ties were the only combination 

of temporary wrapping and tieing materials to incur a lower unit packaging 

cost for the temporary wrap system over the conventional system. Unit 

packaging costs of $12.61 for a temporary wrap system with Vexar plastic 

mesh and nylon ties was 28 cents per bale lower than the conventional unit 

packaging costs, however, these materials had physical limitations which 

reduced their effectiveness as a suitable temporary cover. 
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An Economic Engineering Feasibility 

Analysis of Alternative Systems of Packaging Cotton Lint 

Richard D. Chitwood and T. R. Owens* 

INTRODUCTION 

The Problem 

The current system of packaging lint cotton for the American cotton 

industry utilizes bales of three different densities. These densities 

are flat, standard, and high density. If all bales were compressed to 

the same density, significantly large savings could be made in warehouse 

storage costs and transportation. Bale tieing and covering material is 

relatively expensive and the present system of compressing results in 

the waste of a considerable amount of this material. Furthermore, the 

present method of lwnping the excess material at the end of the bale dur-

ing the compressing operation produces a bale which is awkward to store. 

Present methods of compression, which salvage bale ties for reuse on 

the compressed bale, utilize relatively large quantities of labor. This 

system also results in some waste of time and reduces the speed and 

efficiency of the compressing operation since it is impossible to use 

the salvaged ties in automatic machinery. 

The sampling procedure currently in use requires that the bale be 

slashed on two sides for each sample. A typical bale may be sampled 

four . times by the time it reaches the domestic mill, and thus have a 

total of eight sample holes upon arrival at its -destination. These 

sample holes permit the loss of cotton, contamination with trash and 

dirt, and generally detract from the appearance of the bale. A change 

in the method of sampling, or development of a me~hod of covering or 

*Research Assistant and Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics, 
Department of Agricultural Economics, Texas Technological College. 
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eliminating the sample holes would make the American cotton bale a more 

marketable product. 

A proposal has been made to modify the present cotton package by 

applying temporary bale covers and ties at the gin and permanent covers 

and ties at the compress warehouse on bales pressed to a unifoX'Dl dimension 

for both export and domestic use. This plan would eliminate waste in bale 

coveri ng material and in bale ties, and would provid-e for more efficient 

bale storage and transport. It would also possibly accelerate the com

pressing operation if appropriate compressing equipment were made availab~e. 

Another proposed innovation is to redesign the present giri low density 

press to produce a bale which measures 56" x 20" x 45" with a density of 

16-17 pounds per cubic foot as compared to the conventional bale density 

o·f 13 pounds per c_ubic foot. The new bale size would be seven inches 

more narrow in width than the present flat bale." This change in bale size 

could be. accomplished by a modification on the side doors of the conventional · 

press without significantly changing the hydraulic system currently required 

to press the flat bale to 13 pounds density. Potential savings available 

to the cotton industry from the adoption of this modified gin bale are 

as follows: First, a decrease in storage costs because of increased 

storage capacity due to the smaller size of the modified bale and Second, 

a possibility exists of elfminating the compressing operation for bales 

destin~d for domestic mills. The smaller modified bale size· meets freight 

weight volume requirements and should qualify for rates comparable to those 

charged for compress standard density bales under current practice. · 

A third possible modification of the present packaging operation 

derives from the development and manufacture of an automated hydraulic 

compress. The suggested compress would utilize automatic tieing 
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equipment, and would reduce the current compress labor force by 18-20 

men. 

In essence, this latter modification suggests a complete revision 

and replacement of the current steam powered compress technology in 

effect for the last 100 years and the substitution of a new technology 

incorporating the latest developments in materials, power sources and 

materials handling techniques. 

Objectives 

The purpose of this study was to assemble and/or develop the required 

physical specifications and to determine total and unit costs for the 

various proposed modifications to the cotton lint packaging operation. 

Specifically, the objectives of this study are to: 

l. Assemble, develop, or determine in consultation with 

cooperators, all basic physical specifications and engi

neering requirements for the proposed systems. 

2. Determine the total and unit costs of packaging associated 

with each system. 

3. Evaluate each alternative in terms of its economic feasi

bility and the extent and nature of the institutional and 

industry organizational changes required to operationally 

effectuate the system. 

Methodology and Procedure 

The technique used in this study is the synthetic model procedure. 

This technique attempts to create within an assumed framework, model 

plants of specific capacity, equipment and labor force. The framework 

to which these elements are attached consists of the prevailing managerial 

techniques, market practices and other institutional aspects common to the 
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industry. Once a plant has been designed and organized into an efficient 

and workable organization, it becomes possible to attach physical and 

monetary coefficients to the various inputs, and hence, to ~alculate 

total and unit product costs. Subsequently, modifications in volume, 

equipment, and operating procedures may be made and .the effect of these 

modifications on total and unit costs may be measured. 

Scope 

The introduction of a change in any segment of an established 

system may initiate. a series °:f readjustments _throughout the t_otal system.~ 

Hence, it was necessary to analyze the cotton lint packaging system as a . 

whole t;o determine the _impact of modifications to the system. The cotton 

lint. packaging system as d.efined in this report consists of the gin 

pressing, storage, compressing, and transportation segments of the 

system. Each of these segments are considered .separately to _develop 

a foundation, or basis of comparison, which can be used to analyze the 

econom:i,c effects of ~o~ifications or changes in the system .to the industry. 

The basis for comparison is the cotton lint packaging system as .. it 

currently exists. This latter system will be referred to, sub~equently, 

as the conventional ,system. 

Three alternative methods of packaging lint cotton were developed 

for analysis as possible improvements in the current system o~· packaging 

cotton lint. These included the temt>o_rary bale wrap system, the modified 

or "speed" bale system, and the ~utomated compress sys~em • . 

This report is restricted to analyzing alternative packaging pro ... 

cedures for domestic bales. The limitation was imposed due to difficulties 

such as institutional barriers encountered in fixing on a particular bale 

size which would qualify for both export and domestic use. Many of the 
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changes in packaging techniques analyzed for domestic bales should, 

however, apply with equal force to bales destined for export provided 

the institutional barriers are overcome. Consequently, the usefulness 

of the report is not impaired by restricting the analysis to standard 

density bales. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PACKAGING PROCESS 

United States cotton bales are compressed to either standard or high 

density depending on their destination. Cotton sold for domestic consump

tion is compressed to standard density while bales destined for export 

are compressed to high density in order to qualify for favorable ship

ping rates. Standard density bales are not accepted for export shipment 

and compress high density bales are not presently acceptable to domestic 

mills. Hence, the domestic and export systems incur different packaging 

costs due to differences in compression and transportation costs. 

System A - The Conventional Cotton Packaging System 

The cotton lint packaging process begins at the gin with the pressing 

of lint cotton into a low density or "flat" bale with dimensions of 56'' x 

28" x 45", weighing between 500 and 600 pounds and with a density of 

approximately 13 pounds per cubic foot (Table 1). This flat- bale is 

covered with two pieces of jute bagging, measuring 107" x 4911 each and 

weighing about 32 ounces per linear yard or 11.8 pounds per bale. The 

bale is ·tied with six steel ties 11 feet, 6 inches long and 15/16 inch 

wide. These ties weigh about 9.0 pounds per bale. 

The flat bale is moved from the gin to a central warehouse whe.re it 

is stored pending purchase. The bale is stored in the form of a flat 

bale (density 13 pounds per cubic foot) and usually is not compressed until 

its final utilization for domestic or export use has been ascertained. At 

this point, the bale is sampled and, subsequently, moved to the compress 

for compression to a smaller size in order to qualify for favorable ship

ping rates. Cotton destined for domestic mills is compresse4 to a 
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Table 1 

Weight, Size, Density and 

Number of Bands per 

* Bale of Cotton, U.S., 1968 

Bale Type Weight Length Width Thickness Density Number 
of 

Bales 

pounds i nches - - - - - pounds/ 
cu. ft. 

Gin Low 
Density 500 56 28 45 12 6 

Compress Standar d 
Density . 500 56 31 22 23 8 

Gin Standard 
Density 500 56 22 31 23 8 

Compress Hi gh 
Density - 500 57 22 20 32 9 

Gin High 
Density 500 56 22 21 32 9 

· *source: (15) 

standard density of. approximately 23 pounds per cubic foot. The dimen-

sions of the compress standard density bale are 56" x 31" x 22". The 

bale is pressed from one directi on only which causes the length to i n-

crease by about 2 inches and the width to incr ease by about 3 inches 

because no pressur~ i s exerted on the ends· or sides of the bale. 

The compressing operation begi ns with the bale bei ng placed on a 

conveyer which moves it through a weighi ng station to t he dinky press1 

where the gin bands are removed. The bands removed at the di nky press 

IA dinky press is a small press ut i lized to relieve pressure from 
the bands to permit their removal. 
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are taken to the band reworking center where they are straightened and 

cut to a shorter length to meet compressed bale requirements. The cut 

off sections are salvaged by _splicing . them together to make new bands. 

Thus, the six bands required for a flat bale are reworked to produce 

the eight bands necessary for a compress standard density bale. 

The bale then moves by conveyor to the main press where it is 

compressed to standard or high density, patched on one side with a 

burlap patch, and tied with reworked ties. The compressed bale is then 

moved 'by conveyor to the loading platform where i _t is placed on a rail

road car for shipment to a domestic mill. 

The burlap patch is applied to the side of the bale in order to 

cover sample cuts in the bagging. This patch provides better protection 

for the lint. and facilitates marking the bale for shipment and identifi-· 

cation. 

System B - Tempprary Wrap Bale 

System B consists of the introduction of various kinds of temP<>rary 

wrapping and tieing materials into the conventiona~ system. The syst~ 

contemplates application of temporary wrapping and ties in the gin ·press-
: . . 

ing operation followed with application of pernlanent bagging and ties over 

·the temE>orary wrap at the compress. 

Materials· considered for use a·s temporary bagging were polyethelyne 

film, 30-30-30 crepe paper and Vexar plastic mesh. TemP<>rary tieirig 

materials were nylon seine·' twine and Signode Contrax strapping. These 

materials were selected for economic evaluation from a number of 

appropriate materials because they were considered as the most practicable 

and acceptable of a number of alternatives. Selection criteria and 
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specifications for the temporary wrapping and tieing materials are considered 

in detail in a later section of this report. 

The mechanics of the pressing operation in this modification are 

essentially the same as those for the conventional system. that is, the 

cotton bale is pressed to the flat bale size at the gin using the same 

equipment and procedures as used in the conventional system. The only 

variation involves the use of temporary wrapping and tieing materials 

which are substituted for the conventional jute wrapping and iron ties. 

Temporarily wrapped baled lint is stored in warehouses as flat bales 

in anticipation of additional compression to compress standard density 

for domestic use. When sold, these bales are transferred to the compress 

warehouse where they are wrapped with permanent bagging, compressed to 

standard· density and tied. with new steel ties. Neither the temporary 

wrapping or ties are removed prior to rewrapping and placing new steel 

ties on the bale. Consequently, this procedure eliminates the need for 

the dinky press operation and the band reworking phase of the conventional 

compress system. A smaller quantity of bagging and shorter ties are re

quired for the new double wrapped standard density bale than for the 

conventional flat bale of System A due to the smaller size of the former 

bale. In addition, a slight change in the final weight of the finished 

bale results from the difference in tare, or weight of the bagging and 

ties, on the rewrapped bale as compared to the conventional flat bale. 

System C - Modified or "Speed" Bale 

An alternative system involves the modification of the gin press 

box to change the dimensions of the conventional flat bale to 54 inches 

by 20 inches by 45 inches with a density of approximately 17 pounds per 

cubic foot. This modification produces a bale which is seven inches 

more narrow than the present flat, or low density bale. 
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No change is required in the gin pressing operation after the initial 

modification of the press with the exception that gin output will consist of 

smaller bales. The modified bale is wrapped with permanent bagging and ties 

at the gin. 

Following the ginning operation, the modified bale is transferred to 

the warehouse for storage pending sale. Storage capacity of the warehouse 

is increased by approximately 26 percent, since the modified bale is re

duced in volume by that amount. This increases the storage capacity of a 

7500 unit flat bale storage warehouse to approximately 9500 modified bales. 

The only change in the warehousing operation is reflected in increased 

storage capacity. 

The smaller size of the modified bale permits the loading of 106~110 

bales to a forty foot box car, thus, meeting the 50,000 pound minimum 

weight requirement for shipping. As a result, modified bales are able 

to attain rates comparable to those received by standard density bales, 

thus eliminating the need for a subsequent compress operation with a 

consequent savings in costs. 

System D - Automated Compress 

A recent development in the compressing industry is a fully automatic 

compress. The compress has been designed to reduce the labor force by 

50-60 percent and to incorporate automatic tieing equipment into the 

compression process. The gin pressing operation and the storage oper

ation remain unchanged from the conventional system, since the only 

·modification to the standard flat bale is the repiacement of permanent gin 

ties with disposable ties which are removed at the .compress. 

The automated hydraulic compress is used in lieu of the older conventional 

steam compress . The mechanical . features of the automated compress represent 

a radical departure from the conventional system. The operational aspects 
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of the automated compress are, however, essentially the same as those 

described for the conventional compress with one exception. This ex

ception is the band reworking operation which is eliminated. The 

automated compress replaces the gin ties (bands) which were removed at 

the dinky press with new permanent strapping, thus eliminating the need 

to remove, straighten, and splice the ties as in the conventional system. 

Under the new system, gin ties are straightened, packaged, and returned 

to the gins for reuse. The useful life or trippage rate of gin bands 

was stipulated at 5 trips from gin to compress. 
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PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND COST COEFFICIENTS 

Buildings 

Buildings developed for the storage and compressing operation were 

designed to meet the requirements of these operations under semi-arid 

conditions such as are characteristic of the Southwest. The dr.ier climate 

which is a prom_inent feature of this area reduces the necessity for con

struction of buildings capable of withstanding rigorous weather over a 

long period of t:ime • . A building of wood frame construction covered 

with sheet iron with a conrete floor is considered adequate for s_torage . 

and general factory use under these climatic conditio~s. 

Both the storage warehouse and the compress warehouse are of the 

same size and construction. Specific modifications were made i n the 

compress warehouse to incorporate the boiler room, compress foundations, · 

rest areas and the loading platform. These modifications increased the 

square foot cost but not the actual area of the compress warehouse. The 

size an~ layout of the buildings were determined by actual observation 

of existing facilities and by reference to other studies. 

Building costs for the model plants were estimated by determini ng 

the compress and storage plant layout and space requirements and esti

mating the cost of constructing the required buildings in consultation 

with building contractors in this area. 

Gin Pressing 

The modified gin press was synthesized as an independent unit and 

no cost allocation was made for the gin buildi ng, land, or management. 

Consequently, the cost figure arrived at for the gin pressing operation 

. is a partial cost figure, and includes only additional costs of equipment 
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required by the modification. No change occurs in the building specifications 

between alternative systems since the modified press requires the same amount 

of space as the conventional gin press. 

Storage 

Space requirements for the model storage warehouse were estimated at 

40,000 square feet for 7500 flat bales (2). It was estimated that building 

costs would amount to $60,000 per warehouse or $1.50 per square foot. 

A building with 40,000 square feet of floor space would require about 

86,400 square feet of land, including 30 feet on either side of t he plant 

to allow for service and access. A cost of $3,000 per acre was estimated 

for acquiring and developing the site. This cost was based upon the esti

mated value of a level lot adjacent to, but not in, an urban area. The 

lot had access to a hard surface road, railroad spur and city water. The 

addition of the site value to the cost of plant construction resulted in 

a total cost of $66,000 for the warehouse. 

Compressing 

Floor space requirements for the compress were estimated at 40,000 

square feet. The estimate was developed on the basis of the amount of 

space necessary to properly house and service the basic functional oper

ations of the compress (2). Space requirements assumed storage of a 

3-4 day stock of cotton (3,000 - 4,000 bales) in order to keep the compress 

functioning in an orderly manner. Space not devoted to cotton storage 

was allocated to the press area, band reworking center, boiler room and 

rest area. Estimated space requirements for the compress and related 
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equipment · amounted to 20,000 square feet of floor space. Total space re

quirements were the same as those developed for the storage warehouse. 

Plant construction costs included the basic warehouse and modifications 

for the boiler, main press and loading dock. Accordingly, estimated 

building costs amounted to $84;000 or $2.10 per square foot. 

Land requirements for the model compress plant .amountto 130,000 

square feet or approximately 3 acres of land which included an allow

ance for service and access and railroad trackage. Based on an acquisi

tion and developement cost of $3,000 per acre, site costs amounted to 

$9,000. 

Eguipment 

Prices for major items of equipment were obtained from equipment 

manufacturers or compress operators. Installation and freight costs 

were estimated as a percentage of the new price of the equipment. 

System A - Conventional 

Gin Press Operation 

Model gin press output was specified at 10-bales per hour with a 

seasonal volume of 4000 bales. This combination of output and seasonal 

volume is not necessari ly the most efficient, but rather is intended to 

represent a "typical" relationship. In practice gin press capacities 

will vary between 6-14 bales per hour and seasonal volumes will gener

ally range from 1000-6000 bales. Since this operation considers only 

the bale pressing operation, the press and its auxiliary equipment such 

as electric motors, hydraulic pumps and trampers are the only equi pment 

items considered in this operation (see Table 2). 
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TABLE 2 

Gin Press Equipment 

Costs and Expected Life 

For System A, U. S., 1968 

Equipment Description Installed Expected Annual Annual Repair 
Cost Life Depreciation and 

Maintenance 

dollars years dollars dollars 

Bale Press with pump, 
motor and tramper 26,168.00 15 1,418.18 261.68 

Compress Operation 

Estimates from compress operators concerning the output of t he Webb 

80, or conventional compress, approach a maximum of 150 standard densi t y 

bales per hour depending on the efficiency of the individual compress 

crew. A time study of the compress operation conducted as part of thi s 

study estimated the hourly output at below 100 bales per hour. However, 

this latter study was performed during a period of labor difficulti es 

when the compress was operated by an inexperienced crew. The mode l 

compress was assumed t o compress an average of 100 standard density bales 

per hour, a production standard which i s comparable to that achieved by 

the industry with typical crew. The yearly output of the compress was 

specified at 150,000 standard density bales. This output compares with 

outputs reported in a recent Economic Research Service survey whi ch 

showed an output range of from '37,000 to over 600,000 bales per year and 

conformed closely to information supplied by operators of existing 

compresses (5). 
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The following paragraphs describe the major equipment items in compressing 

centers. 

Gin Cotton Storage Center -- The function of this center is to receive 

and store a stock of cotton sufficient to keep the press functioning 

smoothly for a period of 3-4 days. The major equipment item in this 

center is a 12. bale fork lift ·tractor to replenish the stock. 

Dinky Receiving Center -- The dinky receiving center is the operation ·in 

which bales· are consolidated, positioned for proper band removal and 

weighed. 

D"inky Press Center -- The removal of gin bands occurs at the dinky press 

center. The dinky press presses the flat bale sufficiently to relieve the 

tension on the bands after which they are removed and taken to the band 

r~working center for shortening and splicing. 

Compress Center -- The low density bale is pressed to standard or high 

density in the main press and patched on one side. The press used t'18s 

a stea·m, powered Webb press With an· 80 inch cyiinder and a· pressing· force 

of 1500 tons. These presses have not been manufactured since 1925, thus, 

they are purchased used and reconditioned for continued use. The sale 

price of these presses varies -considerably depending on the terms of the 

sale and · the-· condition of the press. 

Loading Center -- The function of the loading center is the consolidation 

of compressed bales, marking for shipment~ · and loading on ·box cars. The 

bales are consolidated and loaded on ·the cars in lots of three. 

Power Center -- The power center consists of the steam boiler and air 

compressor to supply steam for the dinky and main· press and air for the ·.· 

pneumatic band reworking equipment. 
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The steam boiler is a 250 boiler horsepower package boiler. Water 

consumption rates are based on compress records which indicate that 12 

gallons of water are required to provide the steam necessary to compress 

a bale of cotton. The boiler is powered by natural gas fuel. 

Band Reworking Center -- The function of the band reworking center i s 

to straighten the bands that are removed at the dinky press, cut them 

to shorter lengths and splice the cut off lengths to provide necessary 

bands for the standar d density bale. 

Administrative Center -- The administrative center serves the pur pose of 

keeping the compress functioning efficiently by controlling the flow of 

cotton to the press, keeping the press operating properly, and accounting 

for the identity of the bales that are compressed. This center serves as 

the location of the compress foreman and includes the rest area for the 

work crew. 

The necessary equipment and installed prices for each center are 

shown in Table 3. 

Transportation 

The transportation operation involves the shipment of the compressed 

cotton by boxcar to the domestic mill. The only equipment i nvolved is 

the railroad car which is furnished by the railroad. 

System B - Temporary Wrap 

The only change in equipment requirements for the temporary wrap 

system occurs in the compressing operation. The use of temporary bands 

at the gin and application of new bands at the compress eliminates t he 

band reworking and di nky press centers in the compress operation (See 

Table 4). 
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TABLE 3 

Compress Equipment, Cost and Expected Life for 

System A, U.S., 1968 

Operational Ce~ter Installed Expected Annual Annual 
Equipment Description Cost Life Depreciation Repair 

& 
Maint. 

dollars years dollars dollars 
Gin Cotton Storage Center 

12 Bale Forklift w/Clamps 12,700.00 4 3,175.00 1,270.00 
Dinky Receiving Center 

3 Bale Forklift w/Clamps 7,200~~0 4 1,800.00 720.00 
Dinky Feeding Conveyor 5,000.00 5 1,000.00 250.00 
Scales 2,780.00 10 278.00 139.00 

Dinky Press Center 
Dinky Press 4,300.00 25 172.00 215 .oo 
Band card 50.00 10 5.00 2.50 

Compression Center 
Main Press Feeder 12,500.00 5 2,500.00 625.00 
Press 75,000.00 25 3,000.00 3,750.00· 
Press Bale Kicker 2,700.00 10 270.00 135.00 
Bandcarts - 4 200.00 10 20.00 10.00 

Loading Center 
Off Bearing Conveyor 8,000.00 5 1,600.00 400.00 
3-Bale Forklift w/Clamps 7,200.00 4 1,800.00 720.00 
Hand Trucks - 2 100.00 20 5.00 5.00 

Power Center 
Boiler - 250 hp. Package 18,500.00 25 740.00 925.00 
Water ·softener 3,000.00 10 300.00 150.00 
Water Preheater .640.00 10 64.00 32.00 
Air Compressor 1,700.00 5 340.00 17 .oo 

Band Reclaiming Center 
Band Roller 2,000.00 15 132.00 100.00 
Band Shearer 81.00 25 3.24 4.05 
Band Splicer 2,800.00 10 280.00 140.00 
Buckle Machine 600.00 10 60.00 30.00 
Work Benches 200.00 20 10.00 10.00 
Band Carts - 4 200.00 10 20.00 10.00 

Administrative Center 
Time Clock 500.00 10 50.00 25.00 
Desk 100.00 10 10.00 5.00 

General Plant Center 
Water Cooler 100.00 10 10.00 .5 .oo 
Benches 75 .00 10 7.50 3.75 

Total 168,226.00 17,651.74 9 ,698 .30 
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TABLE 4 

Compress Equipment Costs and Expected Life for System B, U. s., 1968 

Operational Cen~er Installed Expected Annual Annual 
Equipment Description Cost Life Depreciation Repair 

& 
Maint. 

dollars years . dollars dollars 

Gin Cotton Storage Center 
12 Bale Forklift w/Clamps 12,700 4 3,175 1,270 

Dinky Receiving Center 
3-Bale Forklift .w/Clamps 7,200 4 1,800 720 
Dinky Feeding Conveyor 5,000 5 1,000 250 
Scales · 2,780 10 278 139 

Compression Center 
Main Press Feeder 12,500 5 2,500 625 
Press-Webb 80 75,000 25 3,000 3,750 
i>ress Bale Kicker 2,700 10 270 135 
Band Carts - 4 200 10 20 10 

Loading Center 
Of fbearing Conv~yor. 8,000 5 . 1,600 400 
3-Bale Forklift w/Clamps 7,200 4 1,800 720 
Hand Trucks - 2 · 100 20 5 5 

Power Center 
Boiler - .250 hp. P_ack,age 

Boiler 18,500 25 750 925 
Water Softener 3,000 10 300 150. 
Water Preheater 640 10 64 32 
Air Compressor 1,700 5 340 17 

Administrative Center 
Time Clock 500 10 so 25 
Desk 100 10 10 5 

General Plant Center 
Water Cooler 100 10 10 5 

Benches 75 10 7.50 3.75 

Total 157,995.00 16,969.50 9,186.75 
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System C - MoJified Bale 

The modified bale system involves the modification of a gin low 

density press to produce a bale which is seven inches narrower. The 

fixed dimensions of the new bale are 20 inches x 54 inches. The modi

fication involved a 1957 model; uppacking, double box Continental gin 

press. The adaptation, in this instance, was not an attempt to modify 

the press in the most complete and effective manner possible, but rather 

.an .,effort to, rework the-. press at the least cost whieh would. a.till allow 

production of modified bales with the desired characteristics. 

The first modification involved narrowing the interior dimensions 

of the two gin boxes. The four bottom walls of the boxes and the four 

box doors were .shinuned, or lined with prebent metal. In this way, the 

interior surface was made seven inches narrower, three and one half 

inches bei~ added to each side. Next, new hydraulic dogs were installed. 

Reducing the box dimensions by making each door three and one half 

inches thicker in the shimming process necessitated dogs which wer~ 

three and one half inches longer. Another reason for changing the 

hydraulic dogs was that the reduction in interior dimensions exerted 

greater pressure on the doors. 

Two new follow blocks were required, one for each gin box. The 

need for this change was also brought about by the decrease in -interior 

box dimensions. The follow block, situated directly below the gin box, 

is · pressed upward by the ram and exerts pressure on cotton in the box .• 

The experimental press was equipped with a nine and one half inch hydraulic 

ram. Prior calculations indicated that this ram was of sufficient size 

to carry out the pressing of the modified bale. Since most presses are 

now equipped with smaller sized rams, modification of the average press 
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will require installation of a larger ram. The single adjustment required 

for the experimental press involved replacement of the ram cap with one 

which fitted the new narrower box width. A final change was to reduce the 

size of the tramper foot to match the new box dimensions. 

The gin press, before modification, had been operating with a ten 

horsepower E J Continental tramper and a three cycle triplex hydraulic 

pump with a fifteen horsepower motor. The experimental modification did 

not involve any change in tramper motor or hydraulic pump. The change

over operation required two full weeks (thirteen working days) of labor 

for completion. 

Modification of the gin box had a fairly substantial effect on the 

output of the gin in bales per hour. Under normal operating conditions, 

before the change-over was made, the experimental press turned out slight

ly more than seven bales per hour. After the modification, output was 

reduced by one and one-half bales per hour, a loss of approximately twenty 

percent. The slow down in the pressing procedure necessarily affected 

the speed of the overall ginning operation. The amount of cotton fed 

into the gins had to be reduced below nonnal operating levels. At times, 

as the press was being turned, one gin stand had to be -shut down to prevent 

a back-up in ginned cotton. The reduction in output was caused because 

a sufficient quantity of lint cotton was not fed into the modified press 

box by the old style kicker. A positive feed kicker would eliminate 

this bottleneck and enable the modified press to attain its original output. 

Other changes in labor, besides the twenty percent increase in time 

required to press a bale, resulted from slippage of the bands which fasten 

and bind the pressed bale. This slippage was caused by the increased 

pressure of the higher density bale. It was necessary to put an additional 
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bend in each band to prevent this occurence. This problem could . be . 

alleviated through the use of notched, non-slip bands. The total cost 

of the .experimental modification amou~ted to $2600. 

If the gin press . was to be modified in a more COJl1plete matter'·· severa_l 

additional alterations .would .have to be made • . One major ch,ange would. con

cern the lint feecl~r which was a . con~inual source of trouble. The old _ 

style Contin.ental feeder which was in use c.reate.d the only production 

problem in the change-over. Only pulley adjustments were made. on the 

existing . feeder _ and the feeder was n~ver capab_l~ of . sup.plying the gin 

box with a · sufficient quantity of lint. For more efficient operation, a 

positive, rapid charging. lint. feede~ would be required. 

A twelve .inch ram is required to press a twenty inch bale to _ twenty 

pounds tied out density. If ~he press being modified was equipped with 

a smaller r~m, a new ram ·would be needed. If a larger ram were to be 

used, the. original triplex moto~ wh.ich drove the hydraulic pump fo~ the 

nine and one~half inch ~~m would need to be increased .from .fifteen to . 

twenty or twenty-fiye horsepower in order., ~o .. dr~vE! the: larger ram at the 

same seeed :as the _Q.ine and one..:half inch _ram • .. In order to a9hieve an 

increase in speed, a rotary vaned pump would be needed~ 

The E J tramper in use on the modified press ~s able to : succes.sful~y 

tramp a 630 pound bale with the box at the reduced dimensions. In order 

to avoid .major alterations of the tramper, ho~ever, it would be . necess~ry 

to keep the bale weight down .to a maximum of approximately five hundred 

and seventy-five pounds. 

The total cost o~ a more complete modification on a typical gin 

press would amount to approximately $9500. The initial modification 

was not .considered typical, because it was not necessary to rE!,place the 
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ram, pump and lint feeder. A more complete modification would be 

necessary in most older gins. Consequentl.Y, this larger estimate of 

modification costs was used in this report as more representative of 

actual conditions (See Table 5). 

TABLE 5 

Gin Press Equipment Cost 

and 
Expected Life for System C,. U.S., 1968 

Equipment Description 

Bale Press with Pump, Electric 

Installed 
Cost 

dollars 

Expected 
Life 

years 

Motor, and 8-3/8" Ram 26,168.00 15 
Twelve Inch Hydraulic Ram 2,500.00 15 
Rotary Vaned Pump 2,800.00 15 
Positive Lint Feeder 2,200.00 15 
Modify Press Boxes 2,000.00 15 

TOTAL 35,668 .00 

Annual 
Depre
ciation 

dollars 

1,745.41 
166.75 
186.76 
146.74 
133.40 

2,379.06 

Annual 
Repair 

& 
?-faint. 

dollars 

261.68 
25.00 
28.00 
22.00 
20.00 

356.68 

The storage operation was not changed except for increasing the capacity 

of the existing warehouse by storing smaller bales. The compressing operation 

was eliminated for bales destined for domestic consumption since the modified 

bale received the same transportation rate as the compress standard density 

bale. 

System D - Automated Compress 

The automated compress system replaces the conventional steam powered 

compress with a hydraulically operated compress with associated automatic 

steel tieing equipment. The only change required in the equipment in the 

gin pressing operation is the addition of a seal crimping unit to seal 
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the disposable steel ties used in thi s system. The installed cost of 

this unit is $100.00. The storage operation was not changed (See Tables 

6, 7, and 8). 

TABLE 6 

Automated Compress Equipment Costs 

and 
Expected Life for System D, U. S., 1968 

Operational Center Installed Expected Annual Annua~ 
Equipment Description Cost Life Depre- Repair 

ciation & 
Maint. 

dollars years dollars dollars 

Gin Cotton Storage Center 
12 Bale Forklift w/Clamps 

Compress Receiving Center. 
12,700 · 4 3,175 1.,270 

3 Bale Forklift w/Clamps 7,200 4 1,800 720 
Compression Center 

Main Press Fine 300,000 25 12,000 15,000 
Loading Center 

3 Bale Forklift w/Clamps 7,200 4 1,800 720 
Handtrucks - 2 100 20 5 5 

Band Disposal Center 
Band Carts - 4 200 10 20 10 
Band Roller 2,000 15 132 100 
Strapping Implement 25 10 2.50 1.25 

Administrative Center 
Time Clock SOo 10 50 25 
Desk 100 10 10 5 

General Plant Center 
Water Cooler 100 10 10 5 
Rest Benches 75 10 7.50 3.75 

T<YrAL 330,200.00 19,012.00 17,865.00 
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TABLE 7 

Automated Compress Performance 

Characteristics for System D 

Production Rate 

Horsepower Requirements 

Lapor Requir~ments 

Patching Material 

Types of Bales that can be 
Pressed 

Types of Bales Produced 

130 Bales per hour 

600 horsepower 

10 men 

Fed from rolls as needed 

Flat 
Gin Standard Density 
Compress Standard Density 

Compress Standard Density 
Compress High Density 
Any Future Uniform Size and Density 
Bale 

Source: Interlake steel Corporation, Acme Products Division, 
Chicago, I 11. 
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TABLE 8 

System D Description of Equipment 

On Main Press Line of Automated Compress 

Equipment Description 

Infeed Conveyor 

Turntable 

Scales 

Conveyor 

Transfer· Station · 

Hydraulic Sfrap Removal Press 
with Bale Ejector 

Bale Transfer Container 

Hydraulic Press with Automatic 
strapping and adjustable ·side doors· 

Bale Extractor and 90° Transfer Table 

Stenciling and Headsewing Station 

Conveyor 

Purpose of Equipment 

Bale Accumulation 

Buckle Orient~~ion 
: . . ~ 

Bale We~_ghing 

. . . 
Feed Transfer Station 

0 Transfers bale 90 into strap 
removal., pre.ss .. . . - . . ' ' . ~ . 

Remove Gin Bands 

Transfers Bale to Press 

Compres~ Bs'le 

Removes bale from press and 
transfers to next station 

Stencil and sew heads on bales 

Bale Collection and Downending 

Source: Interlake Steel Company, Acme Products Division. Chicago, Ill. 
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PACKAGING MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS AND COSTS 

Packaging materials account for 20-25 percent of the total cost incurred 

in the packaging operation. The conventional cotton bale cover provides 

protection for 7 to 14 million bales of United States cotton annually. 

These bales are nonnally neat appearing and properly protected when they 

are prepared at the gin, but often reach textile mills in a very ragged 

condition because of repeated slashing to obtain samples and handling with 

hooks and other devices that damage the cover. and break the ties. 

United States upland cotton is traded according to its total gross 

weight. Gross weight trading rules specify that the combined weight of 

bagging and ties, or bale tare, must not exceed 4.4 percent of total 

weight, or about 22 pounds for a 500 pound bale, for uncompressed cotton 

and 4.8 percent on compressed cotton (1). This requirement forces the 

use of heavy bagging and ties, since a bale marketed with a lighter 

tare than specified would include some cotton for which no payment was 

received. Packaging materials used in the alternative systems are 

discussed in the following paragraphs with emphasis placed on the size, 

weight and cost of the materials. 

System A - Conventional System 

Coverings for cotton bales in the conventional system are of two 

major types, open weave jute and sugar bag cloth. This covering is placed 

on the bale at the gin press and is not removed until the bale reaches the 

textile mill. A burlap patch is placed on one side of the bale at the 

compress enabling it to be preperly marked for shipment (See table 9). 

Ties, or bands, to contain the bale are applied at the gin press, removed 

and reworked at the compress then reapplied to the compressed bale (See 

Table 10). 
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TABLE 9 

Cotton Bale Bagging, Type, Size, Weight, and Cost 

Of Material at Gin Press and Compress for System A, U. s., 1968 

Operation 

1 
Gin Press 

Compress 

Type of 
Bagging 

Specification 
Bagging 

Burlap Patch 

·Dimensions 
Length Width 

-----inches----

107 49 

48 30 

Weight cost 
Per Bale Per Bale 

----pounds----

11.8 2.15 

1.0 0~14 

1Two strips of equal size are placed on each bale, so the total 
length of bagging used per bale is twice the length cited above. 

TABLE 10 

Cotton Bale ,~fes, Tie Material, Length, Width, 

Tensile Strength, Number per Bale, 

Weight and Cost at the Gin Press and Compress 

for Syst~ A, U.S., 1968 

Operation Tie TenJile Number Weight Cost 
Material Length Width Strength Per Per Per 

Bale Bale Bale 

ft. and in. in. lbs./per lbs. dollars 
sq. inch 

Gin Press Hot Rolled 
Steel 11'6" 15/16 2850 6 9.0 0.90 

Compress Hot Rolled 
Steel 8'7" 15/16 2850 8 9.o 0.04 
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System B - Temporary Wrap 

Materials selected for evaluation as temporary bale covers were 

polyethylene film, 30-30-30 crepe paper, and Vexar plastic mesh. 

Temporary tieing materials considered were nylon seine twine and 

Signode Contrax. Physical advantages and disadvantages of these 

various materials as determined by the Texas Technological College Textile 

Research Laboratories are listed in outline form in the following paragraphs. 

Polyethylene Film 

This material conforms easily to the shape of the bale; press 

platten slots do not cut the material during the gin pressing cycle; 

provides excellent protection against rain and dust; and it has no 

tendency to cling to the cotton during removal at the mill. Disadvantages 

include the tendency of the black polyethylene to stain the cotton; lack 

of tear resistance during handling oper ations; tendency to be cut by 

banding materials; and increased chances of mildew. 

30-30-30 Crepe Paper 

This material is very tear resistant; performs comparably with all 

other tieing materials considered; provides good protection from rain and 

dust and sheds cotton easily, but is very .stiff and is diffi cult to 

handle in the gin press. 

Vexar Plastic Mesh 

Vexar plastic mesh is very strong ; handles easily and i s light weight, 

but is an open mesh material which aff ords no protection agai nst contami

nation from dirt and foreign particles. 

Nylon Seine Twine 

Nylon seine twi ne handles well during the compression of the bale at 
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the Compress, but it burns easily; has a high degree of elongation; is hard 

to thread through the press platten slots and the knots tieing the twine 

break easily. 

Signode Contrax 

The stiffness of this material makes it easy to thread through the 

platten slots and it could be used in automated strapping equipment. 

However, Contrax also has a high degree of elongation and the compressed 

bale is unsightly because of lumps under the permanent wrapping (See 

Table 11). 

TABLE 11 

Temporary Cotton Bale Covers and Ties, 

Materials, Dimensions, Weight and Cost at the Gin Press, 

u. s., 1968 

Dimensional Weight Cost 
Description Length Width Per Bale Per Bale 

---inches--- pounds dollars 

Temporary Covers 107 49 

Polyethylene Film 0.5 0.68 

30-30-30 Crepe Paper 6.0 0.85 

Vexar Plastic Mesh 0.5· 0.35 

Temporary Ties2 138 

Nylone Seine Twine 0.5 0.20 

Signode Contrax 2 .25 0.70 

1Dimensions of all bagging materials are 107 inches by 49 inches and 
all ties are 11 feet 6 inches long. 

2Width of the temporary ties was not available. 
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Permanent bagging placed over the temporary bale covers is the same 

materi~l used on the conventional bale. However, the dimensions of this 

cover are 86 inches by 49 inches per strip due to the smaller sizes of 

the compress standard density bale. The permanent bagging weighs 8.62 

pounds per strip, or 9.24 pounds per bale and costs $1.69 per bale. The 

bagging cost was determined by applying the $.358 per linear yard cost 

of conventional bagging to the amount of permanent bagging required for 

this system. 

Permanent ties applied at the compress were the same ties used in 

the conventional system. These ties are 8 feet 7 inches long, 15/16 

inches wide and weigh 1.156 pounds each. The eight ties and buckles weigh 

9.25 pounds and cost 94 cents per bale (See Table 12). 

TABLE 12 

Tare Weights and Costs Per Bale for Bagging and Ties 

On Double Wrapped Bales 

Gin Press 
Temporary Wrap Materials Bagging Tie 

Weight Weight 
Bagging and Weight of Cost of 
Tie Cost Doublewrapl Doublewrap2 

Tie - Nylon Seine Twine 
Bagging - Polyethylene 

Film 
30-30-30 Crepe Paper 
Vexar Plastic Mesh 

Tie - Signode Contrax 
Bagging - Polyethylene 

Film 
30-30-30 Cre-pe Paper 
Vexar Plastic Mesh 

---pounds---

0.5 
6.0 
0.5 

0.5 
6.0 
0.5 

0.5 

2.25 

dollars 

0.88 
1.05 
0.50 

1.38 
1.55 
1.00 

pounds 

19.49 
24.99 
19.49 

21.24 
26.74 
21.24 

dollars 

3.51 
3.66 
3 .11 

3.99 
4.16 
3.61 

lcompress tare weight is 9.25 pounds for bagging and 9.25 pounds for 
ties. The total compress bagging and tie weight is 18.49 pounds per 
bale. 

2The cost of compress bagging and ties is $2.63. 
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System C - Modified Bale 

The modified bale is covered with permanent bagging and ties at the 

gin. · The bagging and ties are the same materials used in the conven

tional system. 

System D - Automated Com2ress 

Bale cover material for the automated compress system is the same 

material used in System A as described in Tables 9 and 10. 

The automated compress utilizes automatic tieing equipment which 

requires new strapping for proper functioning of the equipment. Consequently., 

bands received on g i n bales must be removed and disposed, either by selling 

as scrap or returning to the gin operator. Disposable gin bands were consi

dered as an alternative system to the above practice. A preliminary 

analysis indicated that this alternative would substantially increase 

packaging costs of the modified bale system since disposable bands were 

estimated to cost 0.32 dollars ·per ba~e ;·· Consequently, the modifi cation 

specified that the gin bale use the same tie$' a~ the co~ventional system 

and that these ties be removed at the compress, straightened, packaged 

and returned to the gin in exchange for the ties received on the i ncoming 

gin bales. 

The bale is patched on one side at the compress with a 30 inch by 48 

inch patch at a cost of 0.14 dollars (See Tables 13 and 14). The per bale 

cost of bagging and ties at the gin amounts to 2.05 dollars for baggi ng 

and 0.16 dollars for ties. Packaging material costs to the compress 

amount to 0.76 dollars per bale for the permanent ties and the patch. 
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TABLE 13 

Bale Tie Material, Length, Width, 

Tensile Strength, Weight, and Cost Per Bale 

For System D, U. s., 1968 

Operation Tie Length Width Tensile Number Weight Cost 
Material Strength Per Per Per 

Bale Bale Bale 
ft. in. in. lb/sq .in. lb. dollars 

Gin Press Hot Rolled 
Steel 11 6 15/16 2850 6 9 .0 0.161 

Compress Hot Rolled 
Steel 6 11 3/4 3250 6 3.4 0.62 

lGin bands are returned to the gin after removal at the compress. These 
bands are considered to have an exchange life of five trips which pro
rates the original band cost of 90 cents per bale to 16 cents per bale. 

TABLE 14 

Tare Weight of Bagging and Ties Used 

In The Automated Compress System 

Operation Bagging Weight Tie Weight Tare 

pounds - - - - - - -
Gin Press 12 9.0 21 

Compress 12 3.4 15.4 
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UNIT PACKAGING COSTS 

A major objective of this study was to arrive at bale costs for 

alternative systems of packaging cotton lint. These costs are assumed 

to represent unit costs for alternati ve cotton packaging operations on 

the South Plains of Texas. Physical specifications and costs of inputs 

for the gin press, storage, compress and transportation operations within 

alternative systems were developed in the preceeding section. Costs for 

the alternative systems are converted into per bale packaging costs in 

this section. 

System A-Conventional 

Total unit processing costs for the conventional system amounted to 

$12.89 per bale (See Table 15). Transportation costs of $5.95 per bale made 

up the largest single cost element in the conventional processing system. 

The next largest .cost element, gin pressing amounted to $4.28 per bale. 

Other cost elements in order of their importance were compressing $1.51 

per bale and storage $1.15 per bale. 

TABLE 15 

Per Bale Operating Costs for Gin Press, 

Storage, Compress and Transportation Operations 

For System A, U.S., 1968 

Operation Per Bale 

Fixed Variable Total 
dollars dollars dollars 

Gin Press (4000 bales) 0.84 3.44 4.28 

Storage (7500 bales) 1.09 0.06 1.15 

Compress (150,000 bales) 0 .32 1.19 1.51 

Transportation (50,000 lbs.) 5.95 5.95 

Total 2.25 10.64 l~,,89 
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System B - Temporary Wrap 

Temporary wraps consisted of six possible combinations of bagging and 

tieing materials. Per bale packaging costs for the storage and compr essing 

operation did not change with the different wrapping combinations. The 

gin press and transportation cost changes with the various temporary wrap 

combinations because of differences in prices and weights of the various 

packaging materi als (See Table 16). 

Unit operating costs for the temporary wrap system ranged from a high 

of $13 . 75 for the system with a temporary cover combination of 30-30-30 

Crepe Paper bagging and Signode Contrax ties to a low of $12.61 for the 

system with Vexar Plastic Mesh bagging and Nylon ties. The temporary 

cover combination of 30-30-30 Crepe Paper bagging and Contrax t i es ex

perienced a transportation cost •£ $6.01 and was the only combination 

to attain a higher transportation cost than the conventional system. 

The second largest unit cost element for this system was the compress 

operation with a per bale cost of $3.74. This is an increase of $2.33 per 

bale in compressing costs over the conventional system cost of $1.51 per 

bale. Gin pressing costs decreased from $4 . 28 for the conventional 

system to a high of $2.85 and a low of $1.80 for temporary cover combinations 

o.f Crepe Paper with Contrax ties and Vexar Mesh with Nylon ties respectively. 

Storage cost of $1.15 per bale was unchanged over the conventional system. 

System C - Mrydified Bale 

The modified bale syscem eliminated the compressing operation thus, 

unit packaging costs for this system are based on the gin press , storage 

and transportation operation only (See Table 17). Unit costs amounted to 

$11.52 per bale, which is a $1.37 decr ease in unit costs ove r conventional 

system costs of $12.89 per bale. The transportation operation was again 
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TABLE 16 

Per Bale Operating Costs for the Gin Press, Storag)Compress and Transporation Operation$ 

For Each Doublewrap Combination For System B, U.S. , 1968 

Gin Press Storage Compress Transportation 
Bale Wrap - Tie <4000 bales' <7500 bales) llS0 . 000 b~ les) (50 .00011) 

Fixed Vari- Total Fixed vari- Total Fixed Vari- Total Variable Total 
able able able 

- - - - - - - - dollars - - - - - - • 

Polyethylene -
Nylon 0.84 1.34 2.18 1.09 0.06 1.15 0.37 3.42 3.74 5.92 5.92 

30-30-30 Crepe -
Nylon 0.84 1.51 2.35 1.09 0.06 1.15 0.37 3.42 3.74 5.99 5.99 

Vexar - Nylon 0.84 0.96 1.80 1.09 0.06 1.15 o . 37 3.42 3 . 74 5.92 5.92 

Polyethlene -
Contrax 0.84 1.84 2.68 1.09 0.06 1.15 0.37 3.42 3.74 5.94 5.94 

30-30-30 Crepe 
Contrax 0.84 2.01 2.85 1.09 0.06 1.15 0.37 3.42 3.74 6.01 6.01 

Vexar - Contrax 0.84 1.46 2.30 1.09 0.06 1.15 0.37 3.42 3.74 5.94 5.94 

Total 

12.99 

13.23 

12.61 

13.51 

13 . 75 

13.13 



the largest single cost element with a unit cost of $5.95, unchanged 

from the conventional system. The second .largest cost element was 

the gin press operation with a unit cost of $4.58. This is an in

crease of 30 cents per bale over the conventional gin pressing cost. 

Storage costs of $0.99 per bale were the lowest cost element in the 

modified bale system. Storage operation costs represented a reduction 

of 16 cents per bale over conventional bale storage costs. 

TABLE 17 

Per Bale Operating Costs For Gin Press, Storaga 

and 

Transportation Operations for System C~ U.S., 1968 

Operation 

Gin Press (4000 bales) 

Storage (9500 bales) 

Transportation (50,000#) 

Total 

Fixes 

- - - - -
1.15 

0.93 

2.08 

System D - Automated Com~ress 

Per Bale 

Variable 

dollars - - - -
3.44 

0.06 

5.95 

9.45 

Total 

4.95 

0.99 

5.95 

11.52 

Unit packaging costs for the automated compress system were developed 

for compress outputs of 150,000 and 350,000 standard density bales per 

operating season. Units costs at 150,000 bale output level were computed 

to provide cost figures that were comparable to the output specifications 

of compresses in the conventional and temporary wrap systems. Costs at the 

350,000 bale output level were computed to determine if packaging costs 

could be substantially reduced by processing a greater volume of cotton in 
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the automated compress. An annual output of 350,000 bales was considered 

the maximum output that could be attained with one shift operation and a 

six day work week (See Tables 18 and 19). 

Unit operating costs for the automated compress system were $12 .32 

with an annual compress output of 150,000 bales and $12.06 with an 
.. 

annual compress output of 350,000 bales. The transportation cost 

component of $5.88 .was the largest single cost element and was equiv-

alent to 7 cents per bale less than transportation costs for the 
.. 

conventional system. The transportation cost element did not change 

with variations in compress output. The gin press operation was the 

second largest cost element with a unit cost of $3.54 at both compress 

outputs··or an ~4-_ cents per bale reduction from ·the conventional gin ·: 
. . . 

pr~ss cost of $4!28 per ·bale~· .. Storage ·costs of $1.15 per bale did. n~t 

change over conventional storage costs. Compress costs for an annual 

output of 150,000 bales amounted to , $i.75 per bale. These costs rep-

resent an increase of 24 cents at the lower compress output over 

conventional compress costs of $1.51 per bale. Unit costs for the 

larger compress output were 2 cents per bale less than those experienced 

by the coriveritional compress. 
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TABLE 18 

P.er Bale Operating Costs for Gin Press, Storage, 

Compress and Transportation Operation, 150,000 Bale Compress 

Output, for System D, U.S., 1968 

Operation Per Bale 
Fixed Variable Total 

dollars - - - - - -
Gin Press (4000 bales) 0.84 2.70 3.54 

Storage (7500 bales) 0.99 0~06 1.15 

Compress (150,000 bales) 0.46 1.29 1.75 

Transportation (50 ,00041) 5.88 5.88 

Total 2.29 9.93 12.32 

TABLE 19 

Per Bale Operating Costs for Gin Press, Storage, 

Compress and Transportation Operation, 350,000 Bale Compress 

Output, for System D, U.S., 1968 

~peration 
Per Bale 

Fixed Variable Total 

- - dollars - - - - - -

Gin Press (4000 bales) 0.84 2.70 3.54 

Storage (7500 bales) 0.99 0.06 1.15 

Compress (350,000 bales) 0.20 1.29 1.49 

Transportation (50,000#) 5.88 5 .88 

Total 2.03 9.93 12.06 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Costs of $12.89 per bale for the conventional packaging system 

represent a partial cost incurred in the movement lint cotton from the 

farm to a domestic mill. This cost does not cover all elements of the 

lint cotton processing system such as ginning, sampling, receiving, and 

handling, only those segments that would be affected by a change or 

changes in the packagi ng segment of the system. 

TABLE 20 

Unit Packaging Costs of Systems A,B,C,D, 

And the Magnitude r-f the Change From The 

Conventional System 

System 
Unit 

Packaging 
Cost 

Amount of Change From 
Conventional System 

System A - Conventional 

System B - Temporary Wrap 
Polyethylene Nylon 
30-30-30 Crepe-Nylon 
Vexar-Nylon 
Polyethylene-Contrax 
30-30-30 Crepe-Contrax 
Vexar-Contrax 

System C - Modified Bale 

System D - Automated Compress 
150,000 output 
350,000 Output 

dollars 
12.89 

40 

12.99 
13.23 
12.61 
13.51 
13.75 
13.13 

11.52 

12.32 
12.06 

dollars percent 

+0.10 +o.67 
+o.34 +2.37 
-0.28 -1.95 
+o.62 +4.22 
+0.86 +5.99 
+o.24 +1.67 

-l.37 -12.19 

-0.57 -3 .97 
-0.83 -5.08 



System B - Temporary Wrap 

The only combination of temporary wrapping and tieing materials 

attaining a lower total unit cost than the conventional system was Vexar 

Plastic mesh with Nylon Seine ties. Although the use of these materials 

as temporary covers reduced unit packaging costs they were not considered 

a physically feasible alternative since this wrap does not provide adequate 

physical protection against contamination from dirt and trash. In addition, 

the tie burns easily and has a high degree of elongation. Lack of fire 

resistance creates a strong possibility of higher fire insurance rates 

which would increase unit packaging cost. Furthermore, the tendency of the 

tie to stretch permits the bale to expand creating other problems in storage 

and transportation. 

Several factors must be considered in evaluating the temporary wrap 

system in addition to strictly monetary considerations. These include 

tare weight considerations, physical appearance of the bale and accepta

bility of the double wrapped bale by domestic mills. Weights of temporary 

wrappings ranged from one to approximately eight pounds per bale, while 

the weight of permanent bagging and ties applied at the compress amounted 

to 18.49 pounds -per bale. Consequently, the tare weight of the temporary 

wrapped bale will vary according to the combination of temporary cover and 

ties used and the packaging stage at which the tare is measured. Tare weight 

of the bale after the gin pressing operation will range from one to eight 

pounds, while tare weight after the compressing operation will range from 

19.49 to 27 pounds. This variance in tare weight between the gin and the 

compress bales is not acceptable within current trading arrangements which 

limit the tare to 21-22 pounds of bagging and ties after both the gin press 

and the compress operation. 
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A major defect of the double wrapped bale lies. in the fact that the 

physical appearance of the bale after compression is not greatly improved 

over present methods of· packaging. The bale takes on a definite lumpy 

appearance since the temporary wrapping is not removed when the bale is 

compressed and permanent bagging is applie4. This lumpiness occurs because 

of a bunching up of the temporary wrapping and tieing material under the 

permanent .cover. 

Physical appearance and domestic mill acceptability factors were 

considered by Mr. Rainey Speed of the Textile Research Laboratory at 

Texas Technological College in Lubbock, Texas, in hiS preliminary report 

on the double wrapped bale to the National Cotton Council. "A bale of 

cotton that would be packaged two times, such as would be .the id~a in 

this, would be well protected but as yet we have not talked to a mill. 

num that really wants such a bale. On the cont.rary, . mill operators 

were skeptical of having this extra material to unhand and dispose of. 

A double wrapped bale, although affording goo9 pr~tection, has not yet 

produced a significantly better looking bale which is one of the obj~ct

i ves • " (11) 

A major objective in developing the temporary wrapped bale was to 

produce a bale wit;h a more attractive physical appearance and one that 

was more adequately protected from physical damage. A second objective 

was that otherwise acceptable change in the conventional package must be 

accomplished at a cost to the industry that would be equal to or less than 

present packaging costs. The double wrapped bale did provide a higher 

degree of protection against contamination from foreign particles since 

most of the sample holes were covered when permanent bagging and ties were 

applied at the compress. However, the double wrapped· compressed bale did 

not have ~ significantly more attractive physical appearance than the 
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conventional wrapped compress bale. In addition, unit packaging costs of 

any combination of physically acceptable temporary bagging and ties were 

greater than the packaging costs incurred in the conventional system. 

System C - Modified or "Speed" Bale 

The introduction of the modified gin or Speed bale into the cotton 

packaging system lowered unit packaging costs by $1.37 per bale. This 

reduction was the result of a decrease in storage costs and elimination 

of the compress operation. 

Modified gin press costs increased 30 cents a bale over conventional 

gin press costs. This increase occurred because modification of the gin 

press necessitated an additional capital investment of $9,500. The 

additional investment increased annual fixed expenses such as interest 

on investment, depreciation, repair and maintenance, taxes, and insurance. 

Storage costs were reduced 54 cents per bale because the smaller 

size of the "Speed" bale increased the capacity of existing warehouses 

by about 2000 bales. This increase in warehouse capacity with no re

sulting increase in fixed expenses caused unit storage costs to decline. 

Elimination of the compress operation is conditional upon the attain

ment of the 50,000 pound minimum weight requirement for a forty foot 

boxcar. Recent trial loadings of a car with the "Speed" bale indicate 

that 105 to 110 of the smaller bales can be placed in a forty foot car, 

thus meeting the minimum weight requirement and qualifying for minimum 

freight rates. Consequently, transportation costs for the "Speed" bale 

were the same as those experienced by the conventional bale. 

Another important consideration which would affect the introduction 

of the "Speed" bale is the pink bollworm fumigation requirement for 

uncompressed cotton shipped interstate. Fumigation would increase unit 
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costs of the 11Speed" bale by 5 to 10 cents per bale.. Some doubt 

exists as to the necessity of this latter requirement since cotton 

ginned in gins equipped with saw type lint cleaners that are certified 

by the USDA Pl ant Pest Control Department is considered to be properly 

tre~ted for pink boll worms. 

System D - Automated Compress 

Packaging costs of the automated compress system were estimated at 

$12.32 per bale with a compress output of 150,000 bales and $12.06 per 

bale with a compress output of 35,000 bales. This is a reduction in 

unit packaging costs from the conventional system of 57 and 83 cents re

spectively. These costs were based on replacement of the conventional 

compr ess by the automated compress as the only change in the system. 

The automated compress system lowered gin press costs by 7.4 cents 

per bale. This reduction was the result of the re-use of the gin 

bands. Unit costs of the storage operation did not change with the 

transition from the conventional to the automated compress system. Unit 

costs of compressing decreased with the change from the conve~tional 

system to the automated system only when the automated compress achieved 

an output of 350,000 bales. In contrast, a reduction in compress output 

to the 150,000 output level resulted in an increase of 24 cents per bale 

in compress costs. 

Tare weight of the bale after the gin press operation is approxi 

mately 22 pounds, while the tare weight of the bale after compression 

is approximately 15 pounds. These differences in tare are the result 

of the application of conventional bands at the gin press and removal 

and replacement of these bands with light weight bands requi red by the 

automatic tieing equipment. The variance in tare weight between gin 
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and the compress bales is not acceptable under current mill rules which 

limit the tare to 21-22 pounds of bagging and ties after both the gin 

press and the compress operation. 
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EVALUATION 

The modified, or "speed", bale system resulted in a 12 percent 

reduction in packaging costs over the· conventional systea. In contrast, 

the autcmated compress system with an annual output of 350,000 bales 

reduced cotton packaging costs by approximately 5 percent. On this basis 

the greater savings accruing to the modified bale system indicate that 

implementati on of this system would bring the greatest positive return 

to the industry of all alternatives considered in this study. However, 

additional consideration must be given to the magnitude of the modifi

cat ions required to produce a quantity of modified bales comparable to 

the output of one automated compress. 

Accordingly, approximately 88 gins with an annual output of 4000 

bales each must be modified to produce 3S-O,OOO bales. Consequently, 

the physical complexity of a change over to the modified sys·tem since 

it involves a large number of management units is much greater' than 

that required for a change over to an automated compress system. 

Installation of one 350,000 bale automated compress would be 

equivalent to replacing two of the present compresses which have output 

of 150,000 bales each. The present purchase price of a used steam 

compress is approximately $50,000 and the cost of removal of the .steam 

compress with its associated equipment is estimated as 25 percent of 

the purchase price, or approximately $12,500. Removal and disposal of 

two steam operated compresses for each automated compress installed 

would result in an additional cost to the industry of approximately 

$125,000 or $9800 per year amortized over a twenty-five year period 

at 6 percent. The cost of replacement of the steam compresses therefore, 
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is approximately 2.8 cents per bale at an output of 350,000 bales 

annually. This additional cost to the automated system would de

crease the savings accruing to the system from 83 cents per bale to 

80 cents per bale, and contrasts with a savings of $1.3 per bale for 

the modified bale system. Consequently, a greater economic advantage 

accrues to the modified bale system which utilizes existing equipment 

than to the automated compress system which necessitates replacement 

of existing equipment. 
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Comparisons With Other Studies 

The synthetic approach to cost analysis followed in this study 

does not result in packaging costs that are identical to costs in

curred in any indivi dual firm, but rather develops representative, 

or "typical" costs which are indicative of firms in the industry in 

general. Although these costs are not identical with the costs of 

any existing firm, they constitute reasonable estimates of the costs 

of production of an ind.ividual firm. As such, synthetic costs can be 

compared with operating costs developed from accounting records to 

determine the accuracy of the synthetic approach and give assurance 

that important cost components have not been omitted. Another source 

that can be used to check the reasonableness of the synthetic procedure 

is studies of a similar nature conducted by other individuals. 

Campbell and Soxman indicate a unit cost for the gin pressing 

operation of $3.73 for gin low density bales with an annual gin output 

of 4000 bales. ~. The unit cost of bagging and ties used in their 

study of 17 gins in Arizona and California amounted to $2.20 while 

the cost of bagging and ties in this study amounted to $3.05. The 

difference in bagging and tie costs of 85 cents per bale increases 

gi n pressing costs developed by Campbell and Soxman to $4.58 per bale 

which is reasonably close to the conventional gin pressing cost of 

$4.28 determined in this study. 

Studies by the United States Department of Agriculture indicate 

an annual storage cost of $3.00 per bale in the Southwest (5,7). Thia data 

did not include the cost of patches on a standard density bale which 

would increase their cost to approximately $1.51. An annual compress-

ing cost of $1.51 per standard density bale was developed in this study. 
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Considering differences in building and equipment requirements and 

costs, wage rates, size of labor crew and labor efficiency these compari

sons indicate that cost data developed in this study are within range of 

costs that probably exists among individual firms within the lint cotton 

packaging industry. 
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